Title
Tuktel yati he. O
Tuktel yati hwo. ∆

Grade Level
K-6.

Theme
Where are you from?
(using the Lakota camp circle diagram.)

Goal
• Students will learn where they are from using demonstration. (Oceti Sakowin Oyates)
• Students will know who their relatives are.
• Students will know who they are.

SD Standards
Go to SD Ed web site.

Cultural Concept
How are we related? Wazi kanke.

Cultural Background
Oceti Sacowin.

Activities
Use a real buffalo skull and kids to play out diagram from Lakota camp circle. Kids will represent each Oyate.

Assessment
Kids will know who they are and where they are from.

References
Lakota myth.
Otokahekagapi (First Beginning).
Sioux Creation Story.
Walker’s Literary Cycle.
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